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ABSTRACT: The ad-hoc networks are the temporarily established wireless networks which does not require fixed infrastructure it is also called as infrastructure less network. Because of some flaws of ad-hoc network such as shared wireless medium and lack of any central coordination makes them more prone to attacks in comparison with the wired network. Among all the attacks wormhole attack is the most severe attack. In this attack an attacker capture the packets at one location in the network and send it two another attacker at a distant location through tunnels which is established through different ways like packet encapsulation, using high power transmission or by using direct antennas. This tunnel between two colluding attackers is virtual and it is called as a wormhole. The wormhole attack is possible even if the attacker has not comprised any hosts, and all communication provides authenticity and confidentiality. By using the various approaches for finding the solution over wormhole attack, the dynamic information of the packets could still be modified. So in order to give more robust protection in some special scenario like battlefields, which requires highly secured information? there is need of developing some secured mechanism for wormhole detection. Taking into consideration this problem the proposed scheme is developed. This paper discusses proposed works on wormhole attack along with comparison of different wormhole detection techniques in ad-hoc wireless network.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The methods proposed in the previous researches can be broadly classified in to two categories. First, methods which has modified a well known routing protocols such as Ad hoc on Demand Distance vector, Dynamic Source routing, Optimized Link Sate routing to avoid/detect wormhole attack during route request. Second, methods which has adopted an extra hardware or monitoring system such as positioning system, a time synchronization mechanism, directed antenna or intrusion detection system.

II. TECHNIQUES TO REMOVE WORM HOLE ATTACK

2.1 PACKET LEASHES ALGORITHM

To construct a geographical leash[2], in general, each node must know its own location, and all nodes must have loosely synchronized clocks. When sending a packet, the sending node includes in the packet its own location Ps , and the time at which it sent the packet ts; when receiving a packet, the receiving node compares these values to its own location Pr , and the time at which it received the packet tr . If the clocks of the sender and receiver are synchronized to within (+-delta), and v is an upper bound on the velocity of any node, then the receiver can compute an upper bound on the distance between the sender and itself dsr . Specifically, based on the timestamp ts in the packet, the local receive time tr , the maximum relative error in location information , and the locations of the receiver pr and the sender ps ,dsr then can be bounded by .A standard digital signature scheme or other authentication technique can be used to enable a receiver to authenticate the location an timestamp in the received packet [IEEE 2006].

Two types of packet leash [3,16,17,18] information was used Geographical Leash and Temporal Leash. In Geographic Leashes, each node knows its precise position and all nodes have a loosely synchronized clock. Each node, before sending a packet, appends its current position and transmission time to it. The receiving node, on receipt of the packet, computes the distance to the sender and the time it took the packet to traverse the path. The receiver can use this distance anytime information to deduce whether the received packet passed through a wormhole or not.
In Temporal Leashes, all nodes are required to maintain a tightly synchronized clock but do not rely on GPS information. When temporal leashes are used, the sending node append the time of transmission to each sent packet $ts$ in a packet leash, and the receiving node uses its own packet reception time $tr$ for verification. The sending node calculates an expiration time $te$ after which a packet should not be accepted, and puts that information in the leash. To prevent a packet from travelling farther than distance $L$, the expiration time is set to:

$$te = ts + (L/c) - J$$

Where $c$ is the speed of light and $J$ is the maximum clock synchronization error. All sending nodes append the time of transmission to each sent packet. The receiver compares the time to its locally maintained time and assuming that the transmission propagation speed is equal to the speed of light, computes the distance to the sender. The receiver is thus able to detect, whether the packet has travelled on additional number of hops before reaching the receiver. Both types of leashes require that all nodes can obtain an authenticated symmetric key of every other node in the network. These keys enable a receiver to authenticate the location and time information in a received packet.

### 2.2 BOUNDARY STATE ROUTING (BSR)

BSR is a geographic routing protocol which routes the data using the location of the nodes. In this paper [1] we present the possible attacks on BSR protocol. These attacks are difficult to be detected. To avoid the attacks on BSR protocol, we propose two schemes namely Reverse Routing Scheme (RRS) and Authentication of Nodes Scheme (ANS).

To detect and thus defend against wormhole attacks. In this attack, an attacker records a packet or individual bits from a packet, at one location in the network, tunnels the packet (possibly selectively) to another location, and replays it there.

Geographic routing protocols use a basic geographic forwarding strategy to forward packets node by node toward the location of the destination. This approach to routing has the advantage of eliminating the need for nodes to maintain conventional routing information.

The routing protocol must deal with threats from external agents and compromised internal nodes. The lack of a central control and the fact that each node must forward packets of other nodes represent major security challenges. In such environments it is difficult to assure the confidentiality and the integrity of the communications as well as the availability of the services.

### Reverse Routing Scheme (RRS)

In RRS, the destination node tries to reach the source node in the reverse path. The reverse path is not the reverse of the path through the data is traversed from source to destination. Here the destination node sends an acknowledgement called data acknowledge, for the data it has received, to the source node. The acknowledgement packet is sent to the neighbour node that is closer to Source and it is forwarded to the next nodes in reverse greedy forwarding method.

### Authentication of Nodes Scheme (ANS)

In ANS type of attack, shown in is detected using this scheme. The attack as mentioned cannot be detected by ordinary methods as the intruders move to the locations such that the traffic is automatically diverted towards them. To avoid this type of attack, verification of authentication details of the nodes in the route is done at the destination node. Here it is assumed that the nodes in the network share their certificates and digital signatures.

In the data packet that is routed through the intermediate node, the node adds its digital signature. All the intermediate nodes must add their digital signatures in the data packet that travelled through it. The signatures are verified at the destination node. If any node without digital signature or false digital signature is found in the data packet, the data packet is taken as untrust packet and a request is sent to the source node from destination node for the repetition of the packet excluding the nodes that are found to be conspirators, in the new route.

### 2.3 DELPHI METHOD

Chiu et al. introduce a Method called delay analysis approach [4] which is also called DELPHI. It calculates mean delay per hop of every possible route. DELPHI applied a multi-path approach, and recorded the delay and hop counts in transmitting RREQ and RREP through the paths. After collecting all response, the sender computes mean delay per hop of each route. The path with wormhole attacks, the delay would be obviously longer than a normal path with the same
hop count hence, the path with longer delays would not be selected to transmit data packet and wormhole nodes could be avoided.

2.4 WARP METHOD
Su et al proposed a modified AODV routing protocol [5] called WARP to defend against wormhole nodes by adopting link disjoint multi-path routing between source and destination. In WARP each node records all of its neighbours anomaly values (number of times it forms path from different source to destination). Due to wormhole node’s great ability to grab routing paths, if the occurrence of one links exceeds the threshold value, the two ends of this link may be wormhole nodes. If anomaly values of a node exceed a threshold value then its neighbour will discard all requests for forming route containing that node in the path.

2.5 TIME OF FLIGHT TECHNIQUE
Another set of wormhole prevention techniques is similar to temporal packet leashes in [3], is based on the time of flight of individual packets. One possible way to prevent wormholes, as used by Capkun et al in [7] is to measure round-trip travel time of a message and its acknowledgement, estimate the distance between the nodes based on this travel time, and determine whether the calculated distance is within the maximum possible communication range. Another set of wormhole prevention techniques is similar to temporal packet leashes in [6], is based on the time of flight of individual packets. One possible way to prevent wormholes, as used by Capkun et al in [9] is to measure round-trip travel time of a message and its acknowledgement, estimate the distance between the nodes based on this travel time, and determine whether the calculated distance is within the maximum possible communication range. The basis of all these approaches is the following. The Round Trip Travel Time (RTT) δ of a message in a wireless medium can, theoretically, be related to the distance d between nodes, assuming that the wireless signal travels with a speed of light c:

\[ t_e = t_s + \left( \frac{L}{c} \right) - \Delta \]  
\[ d = \delta \times c/2 \]  
\[ \delta = \frac{2d}{c} \]

The neighbour status of nodes is verified if d is within the radio transmission range R:

\[ R > d \] (d within transmission range)
\[ R > \delta \times c/2 \]  
\[ \delta < 2R/c \]

In essence, the use of RTT eliminates the need for tight clock synchronization required in temporal leashes: a node only uses its own clock to measure time. When a de-facto standard of wireless ad hoc networks 802.11 Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol is used, such calculations are downright impossible. 802.11 imposes a short wait time of 10us (SIFS) between the reception of a packet and sending of 802.11 acknowledgement. When 802.11 is used, transmission range R is generally about 300 meters. The speed of light c is 3×10⁻⁸ m/s. Then, from equation 4:

\[ \delta = \frac{2d}{c} = \frac{600m}{3 \times 10^{-8} m/s} = \frac{0.0000002\pi}{2 \times 10^{-6}} = 2 \text{us} \]

Therefore, the RTT is an order of magnitude smaller than the delay required by the protocol. We could, of course, account for this processing time by modifying formula 4 in the following manner:

\[ \delta = \frac{2d}{c+S} \]

where S is SIFS(Short Inter frame Space). However, note that wormhole attackers are not limited by the rules of the network, and could send their packets without 802.11-imposed delay.

Approaches based on RTT that one node sends a packet to another, the answer should arrive very shortly, ideally within the amount of time a wireless signal would travel between the nodes. If there is a wormhole attacker involved, packets end up World Academy of Science, Engineering and Technology 24 2008423

2.6 LITEWORP
Khalil et al. [8] introduces LITEWORP in which they used the notion of guard node. The guard node can detect the wormhole if one of its neighbour is behaving maliciously. The guard node is a common neighbour of two nodes to
detect a legitimate link between them. In a sparse network, however, it is not always possible to find a guard node for a particular link.

2.7 MOBIWORP ALGORITHM

In [9] two algorithms were proposed which will eliminate the wormhole attack faced when the ad-hoc network is in mobility state called MOBIWORP. In this paper there is a special node called Central Authority (CA) which monitors the node locally and if any malicious activity occurs it isolates the node globally. MOBIWORP uses local monitoring of neighbourhood communication by each node as a primitive. It does not require specialized hardware at the network nodes, but instead relies on a secure central authority (CA) for position tracking of the mobile nodes and keeping track of adversarial behavior by a mobile node. The use of CA appears to fly in the face of the holy design grail of completely distributed protocols. However, the CA is contacted only in the event of motion and the protocol can continue to operate through periods when the CA is unreachable. To improve scalability and availability, the architecture can accommodate a hierarchical CA structure with each CA responsible for part of the network. The detection in MOBIWORP is of two types – local detection and global detection. In the former, the adversarial node is detected by the guards in its current neighborhood in a distributed fashion. In the latter, the adversary is detected on a global network scale by the CA aggregating reports from guards at multiple locations. The first protocol proposed under MOBIWORP is called the Selfish Move protocol (SMP). In SMP, the mobile node can generate, send, and receive its own traffic but cannot forward any traffic. This design arises from the insight that a node can only launch a wormhole attack if it can forward packets. However, SMP may cause the network to be disconnected if a large fraction of the nodes are mobile at the same time. This scenario is expected to occur in only the most mobile networks.

To address this case, we develop a second protocol called Connectivity Aided Protocol with Constant Velocity (CAPCV). This protocol eliminates the aforementioned lack of connectivity problem by allowing the mobile node to also forward packets. However, this protocol comes with some requirement: the node has to file an “approximate flight plan” with the CA giving the average velocity between the current and the new position. Note that in the SMP, the node does not need to determine a priori its trajectory from the source to the destination while in the CAP_CV, it does. MOBIWORP provides a technique that isolates the malicious nodes from the network thereby removing their ability to cause future damage. The isolation is achieved in two phases – locally, whereby the malicious node is removed from the current neighborhood and globally using global information at the CA so that a peripatetic mobile node cannot cause unbounded damage in the network. The detection and the isolation process are done judiciously to minimize the possibility of victimizing innocent nodes due to false alarms caused by natural collisions in the wireless medium or deliberate framing by malicious nodes.

2.8 WHOP PROTOCOL:

WHOP (Wormhole Attack Detection Protocol using Hound Packet) [6] , which is based on AODV, can efficiently found wormhole in the network and also the nodes who were making the wormhole.

In WHOP, a hound packet will be send after the route has been discovered using AODV routing protocol, the hound packet will be processed by every node except nodes who were involved in route from source to destination during path set up. The Principal of WHOP is to take the help of others nodes (nodes who were not involved in path) after the path has been discovered to found worm hole in the network. In path discovery, the protocol uses AODV RREQ packet to find the path from source to destination, RREQ packet being broadcasted by all other node except the destination node. Each node replying back RREP to source node must store its identity into RREP packet. After the source node receives RREP packet, it creates packet called Hound Packet, before forwarding this packet source node computes its Message Digest (MD) and signed the MD with own private key and attached this information with hound packet.

WHOP is very secure protocol against any malicious activity being done by node under scan of hound packet. Hidden wormhole attack can not be possible in WHOP because if node hides its identity while forwarding RREQ or RREP, the node who receives such packet after it, would discard the packet because it would not find the last hop entry in the packet as its neighbour.
In order to give more robust protection in some special scenario, where highly secured information is required there is a need of developing some secured.

The main objectives of this approach are To prevent eavesdropping, avoid packet modification and provide authentication & confidentiality. To reduce the packet overhead. To minimize computation in this section, a new group based wormhole detection method has been proposed. In multi-hop wireless systems, the need for cooperation among nodes to relay each other's packets exposes them to a wide range of security threats including the wormhole attack. A number of recent works have been studied before proposing this new methodology. The proposed solution unlike some of its predecessors does not require any specialized hardware like directional antennas, etc for detecting the attackers. or extremely accurate clocks, etc. Currently more studies are being done to analyze the performance of the proposed algorithm in presence of multiple attacker node.
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